Assignment One

Label the following diagram shown below.

The Camera Body

1. ZOOM CONTROL
2. SHUTTER RELEASE BUTTON
3. SELF TIME LAMP
4. POWER SWITCH
5. SPEAKER
6. BUILT IN MICROPHONE
7. EYELET FOR CAMERA STRAP
8. FLASH
9. DC OUTPUT CONNECTOR
10. USB CONNECTOR AND AUTO/VISUAL OUTPUT
11. HDMI MINI CONNECTOR
12. PIN COVER
13. FLASH POP UP BUTTON
14. SIDE ZOOM CONTROL
15. LENS
Label the following diagram shown below.

1. MONITOR
2. SHOOTING MODE BUTTON
3. FLASH LAMP
4. MOVIE RECORD BUTTON
5. PLAYBACK BUTTON
6. EYELET FOR CAMERA STRAP
7. MULTI SELECTOR
8. OK/ APPLY SELECTION BUTTON
9. BATTERY CHAMBER
10. DELETE BUTTON
11. MENU
12. TRIPOD SOCKET
13. BATTERY CHAMBER
14. MEMORY CARD SLOT
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1. SHOOTING MODE
2. MACRO MODE
3. ZOOM INDICATOR
4. AE/AF- L INDICATOR
5. FOCUS INDICATOR
6. FLASH MODE
7. BATTERY LEVEL INDICATOR
8. VIBRATION REDUCTION ICON
9. ELECTRONIC VR (MOVIES)
10. MOTION DETECTION ICON
11. WIND NOISE REDUCTION
12. DATE NOT SET INDICATOR
13. TRAVEL DESTINATION INDICATOR
14. PRINT DATE
15. MOVE OPTIONS
16. IMAGE ICON
17. NUMBER OF EXPOSURES REMAINING
18. INTERNAL MEMORY INDICATOR
19. APERTURE
20. FOCUS AREA
21. FOCUS AREA (FACE DETECTION)
22. SHUTTER SPEED
23. ISO SENSITIVITY
24. EXPOSURE COMPENSATION
25. COLOUR OPTIONS
26. WHITE BALANCE MODE
27. CONT’ SHOOTING MODE
28. TYPE OF SHORT CONT’ MODE
29. SELF-TIMER INDICATOR
1. DATE OF RECORDING
2. TIME OF RECORDING
3. VOLUME
4. BATTERY LEVEL INDICATOR
5. MOVIE OPTIONS
6. IMAGE OPTIONS
7. CURRENT FRAME NUMBER/ TOTAL NUMBER OF FRAMES/ MOVIE LENGTH
8. INTERNAL MEMORY INDICATOR
9. MOVIE PLAYBACK INDICATOR
10. PRINT ORDER ICON
11. SMALL PICTURE
12. D-LIGHTING ICON
13. PROTECT ICON
14. FILE NUMBER AND TYPE